Abstract

As the specialization of cars is one of the specialties found in industrial technical education (ITE) schools and students suffer from many problems highlighted by the results of personal interviews with some experts and specialists in the field of repair and maintenance of cars as well as some teachers of ITE has become clear the need to design the proposed system to help students to improve their knowledge and then skills Which makes them able to join the labor market and keep abreast of the rapid changes and developments in the automotive industry and the complexity of their breakdowns. The proposed system was designed according to the basic stages of expert system; Problem Identification-Conceptualization-Formalization-Application Implementation- Testing. Knowledge base was put on the cloud computing so that it can be accessed at any time and from any place. The proposed system was applied to a sample of students including 53 students from the specialization of cars divided into two groups; (experimental and standard). The results were analyzed and processed statistically according to the actual application of the proposed system on the research sample. It was found that there
were statistically significant differences at the level of (0.05) between the average scores of the students of the standard group (the traditional teaching style) and the experimental group in the knowledge and skills aspects of the experimental group, indicating the effective use of the proposed system and the need for ITE schools.
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